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QUESTION: 62
A client needs to procure desktops for secretaries, a reception desk, and a call center. Which device, under HP’s commercial desktop portfolio, fits all three business requirements of this client?

A. Tower (TWR)
B. Micro Tower (MT)
C. Desktop Mini (DM)
D. Small Form Factor (SFF)

Answer: C

QUESTION: 63
Which HP security technology in the EliteBook x360 1030 G2 does the following?
- monitors in-memory BIOS
- recovers the platform without intervention
- restores the BIOS to a custom state
- in enterprise ready for centralized management

A. HP Secure Erase
B. HP Sure Start with Dynamic Protection
C. HP Sure Start Gen3
D. HP BIO Sphere

Answer: C

QUESTION: 64
Based on the unique needs for mobile professionals and domain specialists, which user category represents the relationship with the requirements for their PC?

A. Simple efficiency
B. Mission critical
C. Everyday productivity
QUESTION: 65
Which Elite x3 collaboration feature enables it to merge with existing HP devices, and concentrate on one IT Portfolio and one ecosystem?

A. Lap dock  
B. Desk dock  
C. Seamless OS  
D. Corporate apps on the go

Answer: C

QUESTION: 66
What is the world’s smallest business-class desktop that delivers a high level of performance and takes care of everyday computing needs with the 7th Gen Intel processors?

A. HP ProDesk 400 G3 DM  
B. HP ProOne 400 AIO G3  
C. HP EliteBook x360 1030 G2  
D. HP ProDesk 400 G4MT/SFF

Answer: A

QUESTION: 67
Which Qualcomm platform security feature is included in the Elite x3?

A. Reset Protection  
B. Bitlocker Encryption -128 Key  
C. Anti-Roll Back  
D. Enterprise Grade VPN-SSL

Answer: C
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